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Small Satellite Reliability 
Initiative Knowledge Base
https://s3vi.ndc.nasa.gov/ssri-kb/





















Cosmic Ray Effects on 
Microelectronics (CRÈME)
https://creme.isde.vanderbilt.edu
Small Sat Mission Success Online Ecosystem
• What are Small-Sat 
best practices? 
• How do I know the 
radiation vulnerabilities 
of electronic parts?
• How can I construct a 
radiation assurance 
case? 
• What is the radiation 
environment in my 
orbit? 
• Where can I find 
radiation test data for 
parts? 
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SSRI Knowledge Base: Overview
• Public-private collaboration led by the SSRI and NASA’s S3VI
• Crowdsourced website providing resources and guidance on a broad 
range of smallsat topics
• Final moderation of all content by the SSRI, not the user community
• Publicly available now at https://s3vi.ndc.nasa.gov/ssri-kb/
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SSRI Knowledge Base: Structure
• Order, structure, context
• Best practices & lessons 
learned 





















• Articles, books, 
software tools, white 
papers, standards, and 
websites
• Access to resource
• Smallsat context 
• Ratings
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SSRI Knowledge Base: Upcoming Enhancements
• Expanded content -
additional 18 topic pages and 
180 unique resource items
• Application Programming 
Interface (API) - to allow 
access from other software 
programs & websites




• User inputs 
Mission Info
• Length
• Orbit, etc. 




“RADIATION GUIDELINES FOR NOTIONAL THREAT IDENTIFICATION 
AND CLASSIFICATION (R-GENTIC)”
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R-GENTIC: Typical Use Case
R-GENTIC Flow:
1. User Mission – input orbit, 
mission lifetime, risk tolerance
2. Environment Comparison –
radiation environments from 
known missions with similar 
orbits
3. Device Response – input 
electronics device types of 
interest, basic radiation 
concerns are given
4. Guidelines – major concerns are 

















• A set of linked 
modeling languages 
to evaluate impact of 
part-level radiation 
effects on system 
functions
• Integrates Radiation 
Hardness Assurance 






Overview of Modeling Languages Used
System Mod. GSN Bayes Net or FT
• Specification of systems 
through standard notation
• Added fault propagation 
paths




• Nodes describe probabilities of 
states
• Calculate conditional 
































guidance• Facilitates meeting requirement flow-downs
• Reduces duplicative and/or non-value-added testing and analyses
• Accelerates alternate grade parts decision-making
• Workflow mirrors that in NASA’s modeling tool, R-GENTIC 
PMPedia.space
A crowd-sourced alternate-grade EEE parts radiation knowledge repository 
Crowd Sourced repository 
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Test & Usage 
Data
Example part data
• Growing list of part types. (We need more, please!)
• Data types: radiation test data (TID, SEE, SEU), physical analyses
• Suggestions for for upcoming radiation tests are welcome
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Alternate Grade EEE Parts User Discussion Forum 
Search for “Part Reliability”
PMPedia is a collaboration between The 
Aerospace Corporation and Univ of CO-
Boulder’s Laboratory for Atmospheric and 
Space Physics
• Moderated forum
• Q & A




• User feedback on 
improvements to 




• Single event effects are unwanted 
or erroneous responses in a 
semiconductor device, triggered 
by the passage of a high energy 
particle
• Vanderbilt ISDE hosts the CRÈME 
tool suite for predicting on-orbit 
error rates and proton total 
ionizing dose in microelectronics







energies as high as 
100s MeV
Solar Energetic Particles
Protons with energies as 
high as 100s MeV
Galactic Cosmic Rays
Protons and ions energies as high 
as multiple GeV
Shielding effective at reducing low-energy electron and proton fluxes, 
but even 100 MeV proton can penetrate 10 cm of aluminum!
Image credit: NASA
Crème includes tools to model 




• Near-earth rad environment 
modulated by magnetosphere
• Many ions are deflected 
• Protons and electrons particles 
trapped in radiation belts 
• Transport software shows how 
energetic particles interact with 
spacecraft materials
• Low energy particles stopped
• High energy particles slowed
• Information for single-event error rate 
prediction
Particle flux vs. energy 
for different ion types 
from CRÈME
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electronic partsModeling of radiation 
impacts on system 
functions, 
Hardness assurance case 
Characterize radiation 
environment for given 
orbit, material transport
Part Selection guidance 
Repository rad test data 
User Discussion Forum
